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EDITORIAL

Financial conflicts of interest and other competing in-
terests have been relevant ethical concerns even before
their formal recognition in 1984.1 Indeed, it is agreed that
all actors involved in biomedical research must be aware
of these undue influences and held responsible of their
proper management.

Although financial conflicts of interest are widespread
and make headlines as illustrated by the recent scandal
around Joseph Baselga,2 so-called intellectual or nonfinan-
cial conflicts such as those arising from personal relation-
ships also exist.3-5 However, the diverse interests inherent
to each scientist and ranging from personal beliefs to de-
sire for fame or glory should not be labeled as conflicts of
interest; rather, scientists should practice a “passionate de-
tachment” from their own interests to discern how these
influences affect the production and sharing of knowl-
edge.5 While these authors recognize that disclosure is in-
deed essential, they propose that “it is necessary that policy
action go beyond disclosure to ensure that disclosures do
not provide a moral license to dispense with their actual
management”. Moreover, they advocate for using the re-
flexivity approach — a tool borrowed from social sciences
— to identify and deal with competing interests.

Other authors6 have attempted to distinguish conflicts
of interest from conflicts of commitment: the former ex-
ist between professional interests and financial or personal
interests while the latter occur between two or more sets
of professional commitments, e.g., it may be difficult for a
professor to honor his/her obligations to give conferences
or lead symposia and properly mentor graduate students.

The results of a survey on inappropriate authorship,
plagiarism, and undeclared conflicts of interests addressed
to 198 authors (52 from Latin America and 146 from other
emerging countries) of review articles published in the
Cochrane library disclosed that authors from developing
nations exhibited a greater difficulty than their peers from
developed economies to understand and declare compet-
ing interests, particularly the intellectual or nonfinancial
ones. In contrast, the driving factors and occurrence of all
three malpractices were comparable around the world.7

As a journal that follows the recommendations of the
International Committee of Medical Journal Editors (IC-
MJE), Annals of Hepatology is enforcing the disclosure of
both financial and intellectual conflicts of interest. Hence,
from now on, the journal will require the authors to
download and complete the appropriate form available at
the ICMJE website (http://www.icmje.org/conflicts-of-
interest/).
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